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Two cases currently before the US Supreme Court are drawing attention to America's war between secularists and religious activists. In these cases - one, from Texas, on the public display of the Ten Commandments on public land, and the other, from Kentucky, about the display of the Commandments in county courthouses - the secularists insist that such displays violate the US constitution's first amendment, which says "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion". In their interpretation, this clause of the amendment implies a strict separation of church and state. Their opponents retort that this strict interpretation is not appropriate. It will be a mistake if the Supreme Court finds against the secularists, but not just because they have jurisprudential tradition on their side. To allow religious displays on public lands would arguably offend the original idea that the US should not be a theocracy, like many Islamic states. Such displays are likely to occur only when sanctioned - in what is essentially a political decision - by legislatures or executives, whether federal, state or local. Given that 82 per cent of the US population identifies itself as Christian, one can confidently predict that these displays will belong to the Christian tradition. In theory, such displays can belong to any religion; in practice they do not and will not. Lawyers may argue, prima facie, that no particular religion is directly favoured, but the true effect is certainly discriminatory in favour of the predominant Christian religion. If the US were wholly Christian, as it was at the founding of the nation and the writing of the constitution (except, of course, for the native Americans), this would be an empty objection. But that is no longer the case. The US today is a multi-religious society: the founding fathers would have welcomed this situation and cited it as further justification for the separation of church from state. As well as using the first amendment, the Supreme Court also needs to use the "equal protection" clause of the 14th amendment to require that no public displays that belong only to the predominant religion should be permitted in public places. If Christian displays are permitted, they must be matched by simultaneous displays by all the country's leading religions and possibly also by a tablet for the humanist doctrine of the non-believers. If Christian activists realised that a successful resolution of their demand would result in such a requirement, they would probably back off. These cases raise deep philosophical questions about what we mean by religious freedom, a cornerstone of our fundamental political beliefs. The conventional American view of religious freedom considers it to be what I might call, borrowing philosophical terminology from debates on liberty, negative religious freedom: the US permits the free exercise of religion. But one also needs to consider what should be called positive religious freedom: that no religion should be favoured in displays in public spaces that would have the effect of marginalising other religions. While theocracies typically elevate the dominant religion to a status that compromises positive religious freedom, there is no excuse for this happening in self-described non-theocratic societies such as the US. Yet, for historical reasons, this is what has happened. Even in the quasi-public space of university convocations, Christian ministers are typically called on to give the blessing, with an occasional rabbi thrown in. Where are the Hindu and Buddhist priests and invocations? George W. Bush, the US president, now makes an occasional nod to Islam. But that is a feeble response to the political need to demonstrate that Americans are not anti-Muslim, in the face of Islamic fundamentalists' claims to the contrary. The US Supreme Court has a unique opportunity in these two cases to shift the US towards a firm embrace of positive religious freedom, grounded in the equal protection clause of the 14th amendment. Since many of the justices now draw on foreign jurisprudence for ideas, and have cited the Indian Supreme Court, a pioneering court on public interest litigation, in decisions on affirmative action, it may be worth pointing out that they can also draw on that court's rulings under the Indian constitution's article on equal protection. But perhaps the best advice for the US court is that it should learn from Mahatma Gandhi. He used to begin his public meetings with prayers that drew on the sacred texts of all India's principal religions, among them the Bhagavad Gita, the Koran, the Old and the New Testaments and the Granth Sahib of the Sikhs. Gandhi is known to have borrowed the idea of civil disobedience from Thoreau. Now it is time for Thoreau's country to borrow from Gandhi. 
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